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Introduction. By an extremally disconnected space we shall mean a

Hausdorff space in which the closure of every open set is open. These

spaces are known to possess interesting properties. For example, the

extremally disconnected spaces can be characterized among the

Hausdorff spaces by the fact that any continuous function mapping

a dense subspace of an extremally disconnected space to a compact

Hausdorff space, can be extended to the whole space. They can also

be characterized among the completely regular spaces by the fact

that the lattice of continuous functions mapping an extremally dis-

connected space to the unit interval is complete (cf. [l], 3N and 6M).

Stonean spaces, i.e. extremally disconnected compact spaces, have

received particular attention. A. Gleason has shown that the Stonean

spaces are the projective objects in the category of compact spaces

[2]. The purpose of this note is to extend Gleason's result and prove

that the extremally disconnected spaces are the projective objects in

a wider category.

We shall prove the following theorems. If X is any topological

space, there is an extremally disconnected space Ex associated with

X. The points of Ex are in fact the convergent ultrafilters of open

subsets of X. If X is Hausdorff, there is a natural mapping from Ex

to X which maps every convergent ultrafilter to its limit point. This

mapping is closed and compact, i.e. it has the property that the

inverse image of any point is compact. It is continuous if and only

if X is regular.

Thus, if X is a regular Hausdorff space, the mapping from Ex to X

is closed, continuous and compact. We shall call a mapping with

these properties perfect. By using methods based on Gleason's, we

shall show that the extremally disconnected spaces are the projective

objects in the category of regular Hausdorff spaces and perfect maps.

It will follow that Ex is the minimal extremally disconnected space

that can be mapped onto X by a perfect mapping.

Preliminaries. Let X be any topological space. A filter of open sub-

sets of X is a nonempty set F of subsets of X with the properties:

0&F; Gi, G2EF^Gir\G2EF; G{2>G2 GF-> Gi<=F.
An ultrafilter of open subsets of X is a filter which is maximal.

If G is any open subset of X, %.a will denote the set of ultrafilters
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of open subsets of X which contain G. Sx will denote the space whose

points are the ultrafilters of open subsets of X, and whose topology

is defined by taking all the sets of the form lie as a basis for the open

sets. Sx is a Stonean space. (It is readily seen to be the Stonean space

associated with the complete Boolean algebra of regular open subsets

of X.)
Ex will denote the subspace of Sx consisting of the convergent

ultrafilters of open subsets of X, an ultrafilter being convergent if it

contains all the open neighbourhoods of a point. Ex is an extremally

disconnected space, as it is readily seen to be everywhere dense in Sx-

If G is any open subset of X, Vg will denote the basic open subset

"UgPiPx of Ex. It is easy to see that the complement of Vg is VGc,

where Gc denotes the complement of G. Thus Vg is closed as well as

open, and the sets of the form Vg also form a basis for the closed sub-

sets of X.

Lemma 1. Let X be any topological Hausdorff space. Let fx: EX^>X

be the function mapping every convergent ultrafilter of open subsets of X

to its limit point. Then fx is closed and compact. Furthermore, fx maps

any proper closed subset of Ex to a proper subset of X.

Proof. Firstly, if G is any open subset of X, it is clear that

fx(V0)=G.
Suppose that H is a closed subset of Ex. Then there is a family

{Ga}aeA of open subsets of X such that H=f)a^A Vg*- We may sup-

pose that {G„}„e^ is filtered downwards. It is easy to see that fx(H)

= OaeA Ga- As this is a closed subset of X, fx is closed.

Now let xGX If /x'fx} is not compact, there is a family of open

subsets {Gff}peB of X, filtered downwards, such that

/x'jx} H   n 1)0* = 0,

but, for any @(E:B,

fx\x)r\VG»^0.

Thus 0^fx(fx1{x}r\VGf))C{x}r\fx(VGf))={x}r\G. Hence x&f

for every /3GP-

It follows that the set of open neighbourhoods of x together with

all the sets Gp, has the finite intersection property. It is therefore con-

tained in some ultrafilter U of open subsets of X. We have fx(U) =x

and thus PG/xM*}- ButPGfljseB 1)ej—contradicting our assump-

tion that fx1{x}nr\ll€BVGIJ = 0.
Finally, suppose that F is a proper closed subset of Ex. Then there

exists an open subset G of X such that FdVG and Vq?±Ex. Thus
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there is a nonempty open subset H of X such that GC\H = 0. It fol-

lows that fx(F)(ZGCZHc is a proper subset of X.

Remark. It is easy to see that any image of a Hausdorff space

under a closed compact mapping is also Hausdorff. Thus the Haus-

dorff spaces are precisely the spaces which are images of extremally

disconnected spaces under closed compact mappings.

Lemma 2. Let X be a regular Hausdorff space. Thenfx is continuous.

Proof. Let G be any open subset of X. Then there is a family

\Ha\a&A of open subsets of G such that G = \Ja(=A Ha and H(ZG for

each aEA. It is easy to see that/f1(G!) =\Ja€A Vh„, which is an open

subset of Ex. Thus fx is continuous.

Lemma 3. An image of a regular Hausdorff space under a perfect

mapping is regular.

Proof. Suppose that X is a regular Hausdorff space and that/ is a

perfect mapping from X onto a topological space Y. Let y£F and

let H be a neighbourhood of y. Since f~l(H) is a neighbourhood of the

compact set/_1{y}, there is an open subset G of X such that/_1{y}

CGCGC/_1(ID- Now (f{Gc)Y is an open set containing y. Also,

C/(GC))CC/(G) and so[(/(G«))«]-C [/(G)]~C/(5) CH This shows that
Y is regular.

Remark. From Lemmas 1 and 2 it follows that the regular Haus-

dorff spaces are precisely the spaces which are images of extremally

disconnected spaces under perfect mappings.

Lemma 4. Let f be a closed mapping from a topological space X to a

topological space Y. Iff-1 maps points to compact sets, then f~x maps

all compact sets to compact sets. This shows that the composite of two

perfect mappings is perfect, and that we may speak of the category of

regular Hausdorff spaces and perfect mappings.

Proof. Let C be a compact subset of Y. Suppose that there is a

family {Ha}a<EA of closed subsets of X such that {Ha}aeA is filtered

downwards, /-'(Onfl.eA Ha = 0 but that, for any aEA, /_1(C)

C\Ha9£0. Since f(Ha) is a closed set which meets C, there exists a

point yEC such that yEf\a€Af(Ha). For every aEA, /_1{y}

P\Hay£0. Since/_1{y} is compact, there exists a point x£/_1{y}

I^OceA Ha. But x£/-1(C)—contradicting our assumption that

f~1(C)n()aeAHa*0.

Lemma 5. Let X and Y be topological spaces and let f be a compact

mapping from X onto Y. Then there is a closed subspace F of X such
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that f(F) = F and such that no proper closed subspace of F has this

property.

Proof. Let T be any simply ordered family of closed subsets of X

which are mapped onto F by/. Then P=flj/sr H is closed. Also, for

any yGFand P'Gr,/_1{y}P\P'^0. Since/_1{y} is compact, it fol-

lows thatf-1{y}r\Fr^0, and hence thatf(F)=Y.

Lemma 5 now follows from Zorn's lemma.

The following results are based on [2].

Lemma 6. Suppose that f is a closed continuous mapping from a topo-

logical space Y onto a topological space E. Suppose also that f does not

map any proper closed subset of Y onto E. Then, if H is any open subset

of Y,f(H)c[(f(my}-.

Proof. Consider the open subset W = Hr\(f-1[(f(H°))°]-)° of F.

If yEW, then f(y)E(f(Hc))c. Thus f(y)Ef(Hc), and there exists

z<=H° such that/(z)=/(y). But z$W. This shows thatf(W)Cf(Wc)

and that/(IFc)=P. It follows that IFC= Fand that W=0.

Lemma 7. Suppose that f is a closed continuous mapping of a topologi-

cal Hausdorff space Y onto an extremally disconnected space E. If f does

not map any proper closed subset of Y onto E, f is a homeomorphism.

Proof. We must show that / is one-one. Suppose then that y

and 2 are distinct points of Y for which f(y) =f(z) =e, say. There are

two disj'oint open subsets G and H of F such that y(~G and zEH.

The open subsets (f(Gc))c and (f(Hc))c of E are disjoint, and, since E

is extremally disconnected, their closures are disjoint. But eG/(G)

n/(iJ)C[(f(G:c))<:]-n[(/(H,:))<:]-, contradicting our last statement.

Theorem. In the category of regular Hausdorff spaces and perfect

mappings, the extremally disconnected spaces are projective objects.

Proof. Suppose that / is a perfect mapping from a regular Haus-

dorff F onto a regular Hausdorff space X, and that g is a perfect

mapping from an extremally disconnected space E into X. We shall

show that there is a perfect mapping h from P to F for which the fol-

lowing diagram commutes:

h
Yt-~-E

f Si

X
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Consider the subset P={(e, y): g(e)=f(y)} of EXY. We shall

first show that the projection 7Ti of P onto E is perfect. It is clearly

continuous and, as ^^{e} = {e}xf~1{g(e)}, it is clearly compact.

We must show that it is closed. Let F be a closed subset of P and let

eEE-TTi(F). Then the compact set {e} Xf~l{g(e)} and the closed

set F are disjoint subsets of EXY. There is thus an open set H in

EXY such that {e}xf~1{g(e)}CH and FC\H=0. And we may

further suppose that, for some integer n, H can be written as H

= U"=i (DiXWi) where £>,- is an open subset of E and Wi is an open

subset of Ffor each * = 1, •••,». Put Z> = 0?-i D{ and W=\J".i Wt.

Then {e)xtl{g(e)}C.DXW and FCMDXW) =0. Now put
B=Dr\g~l((f(Wc))c). Then 5 is an open set containing e. Further-

more, for any bEB,f~l{g(b)} C W and so IV^f 1{b} = 0. This shows

that Br^TTi(F) = 0, that 7ri(F) is closed and that wi is a closed map-

ping.

Similarly, the projection 7r2 of EX Y onto Y is perfect.

Now, by Lemma 5, there is a closed subset P0 of P for which

iri(Po) =E and which is minimal subject to this condition. By Lemma

7, wi/P0 is a homeomorphism and has an inverse, say a. Finally, if

we put h = -ir2a, h will be the required mapping.

Remarks. That the extremally disconnected spaces are precisely

the projective objects in the category that we are considering, follows

from a theorem in [2] which implies that any projective object in our

category is extremally disconnected.

It follows from the above theorem and Lemma 7 that Ex is the only

extremally disconnected space which can be mapped onto X by a per-

fect mapping which does not map any proper closed subset onto X.

It also follows that any extremally disconnected space which can be

mapped onto X by a perfect mapping contains a homeomorphic image

of Ex.

X and Ex have many topological properties in common. If X is a

regular Hausdorff space, it is fairly easy to see that the following

statements hold. Ex is compact if and only if X is; Ex is paracompact

if and only if X is; Ex is locally compact if and only if X is; Ex is

Lindelof if and only if X is; and X is normal if Ex is. I have not been

able to determine whether the normality of X implies that of Ex.
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